Abstract-The continuous increasing of the information quantity in enterprises encourages the adoption of an Enterprise Content Management (ECM) that evolves as an integrated approach to information management. By observing the trend toward adoption of Web based collaboration tools in the enterprise, we focus, in this paper, on ECM platforms that involve collaboration and content management aspects in an integrated solution. Thus, to help enterprises that want to move toward a collaborative ECM platform, we provide a detailed analysis of the following ECM platforms: Alfresco, Nuxeo and Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS). Then, we proceed to the evaluation of Alfresco and MOSS as they are the most used. This allows us to choose the platform that fit most the context of industrial engineering design offices. Therefore, we explored their customization possibilities to meet those offices' organizational requirements. We conclude that MOSS is more appropriate to that context. We carry out experiments on a sandboxed solution on-premises (Microsoft SharePoint 2010) and on Cloud (SharePoint Online) to demonstrate that, on Cloud, we can have a better performance associated to a cheaper cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many enterprises are facing difficulties in information management due to the multiplication of file servers, mail servers, documentary data bases, Web sites and collaborative tools without neither consistency, nor traceability or clear business objectives. The management of such a huge amount of content is a challenge. Enterprises have started to perceive the value of the content in their possession and the importance of handling it efficiently. This is exactly the aim of an Enterprise Content Management (ECM) platform [1] .
By following the trend towards cooperation, the gradual navigation of Web 2.0 technologies to the enterprise world and the ever increasing need for collaborative tools and social sharing applied for enterprise content [2] [5], we think that the deployment of a collaborative ECM platform is a good choice for enterprises. But, it is difficult to choose the most suitable ECM for an enterprise out of many available solutions. This paper's main aim is to show the strength of each ECM platform, explore its customization possibilities and provide a guide in order to choose the suitable one for a specific need.
As a first indicator, we looked at the Gartner magic quadrant [7] and the Forrester wave [6] . We identified the ECM platforms that fit most the business content approach. Alfresco [8] , Nuxeo [9] and MOSS [10] belong to them. Then, we elaborated a comparative study that shows their technical aspects and their business content approach components.
As business content oriented ECM platforms and industrial design engineering offices present a natural synergy, we took a closer look at Alfresco and MOSS. Thus, we explored their customization possibilities in order to meet the organizational requirements of industrial design engineering offices. We concluded that MOSS fits better this context.
We then built a sandboxed solution for the project management area that includes a performance assessment. We used Microsoft SharePoint 2010 for the on-premises evaluation and SharePoint Online -the Cloud-based version of Microsoft SharePoint 2010 -for the Cloud evaluation. The obtained result confirms that Cloud gives a cheaper infrastructure and is more competitive.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of the three ECM: Alfresco, Nuxeo and MOSS. Section 3 explores the customization possibilities of Alfresco and MOSS platforms. In Section 4, we evaluate SharePoint Online. We conclude with a summary and suggestions for further research.
II. ECM PLATFORMS CLASSIFICATION
ECM is an integrated approach to manage all of enterprise content which can be any datum, document, business application content or multimedia asset related to an organizational business process. According to AIIM [3] , an ECM is «the strategies, methods and tools used to capture, manage, store, preserve, and deliver content and documents related to organizational processes. ECM tools and strategies allow the management of an organization's unstructured information, wherever that information exists» [4] .
Since the only description available of Alfresco, Nuxeo and MOSS is in the form of natural language marketing whitepapers, we have to study deeply those descriptions in order to identify a set of consistent classification criteria. Given the collaborative aspect of such platforms, we believe that three main criteria make the difference and guide the choice decision: i) the architecture, ii) the evolution capacities, and iii) the performances. The conviviality and the user interface ergonomics are also determining criteria. In addition to technical aspects, fundamental and business content components are also taken in consideration because they are essential to manage effectively the content. A synthesis of the studied technical aspects is presented in TABLE I. 
III. ECM PLATFORMS EVALUATION
Feature by feature comparison of ECM platforms does not give enough information. We should then develop a practical model. We decided to study the case of industrial engineering design offices. Thus, we installed, set and experimented Alfresco and MOSS. In native mode, they provide the basis features for classic administration and provision team site with tools for collaboration allowing us to focus only on the business part.
We did customizations to meet industrial engineering offices business requirements which consist of being able to reach all the information related to each project, ensuring collaboration between all the project's team members and managing business processes in order to obtain efficiency, reliability and traceability of all operations. Therefore, we explored three areas as follows: Project management, Business Process Management and collaboration.
A. Project management provided technologies
MOSS is structured into sites. A site constitutes the collaboration environment that can be used in any context, professional as social. We used it in the context of project management. Each site contains lists. A list is the best feature of MOSS. There is no alternative to the list in open source platforms. Every list offers a lot of features. We can connect lists by using a lookup field, which provides a perfect data coherence. We can also create models of a list or a site.
In «Alfresco Share», we find whatever we need in order to perform project management. «Alfresco Share» sites have their dedicated collaborative tools. A site can be considered as a project workspace (Fig. 1 . . Like MOSS, Alfresco makes possible to define a workspace template. 
B. Business Process Management
The out-of-the-box Workflows are simple and generic. An industrial engineering office needs to establish complex business Workflows. We implemented a documents approval Workflow using the structure illustrated in Fig. 2 . We used jBPM to implement the documents approval Workflow for Alfresco: We installed jPDL Process Designer plugin on Eclipse. We establish business processes with the plugin Graphical Designer environment. We defined the Workflow graph using jBPM Process Definition Language (jPDL), the native Workflow language of jBPM. Then, we called jPDL primitives. We created new interfaces. We found that this is very complicated. In fact, although Alfresco is an open source platform, it's complicated in terms of configuration: an XML file to extend Alfresco's content model, an XML file to describe the Workflow, an XML file responsible for graphical interface displaying, etc.
We used custom actions and event receivers to implement the documents approval Workflow for MOSS. So, we created a SharePoint list on which we implemented a custom action per project user role. When a custom action is selected, a business code is executed and changes are applied on the selected SharePoint list item and its corresponding in the SharePoint document library. It's easier than Alfresco.
C. Access rights management and collaborative tools
As Alfresco doesn't allow us to define custom roles via its standard Web interface, we created a Web Script application which enables access rights management by acting on Alfresco repository to assign the required access rights to the appropriate nodes of the collaborative site.
When using MOSS, we can assign authorizations to each team site item via the standard Web interface. We can simply use default authorization levels as well as defining new ones via a simple configuration. Moreover, MOSS contains a very strong tool called «audience». In fact, all navigation links can be targeted for specific audiences via a simple configuration. Thus, we created custom authorization levels. Then, we assigned authorizations to the team site items using two methods: configuration and programming. Also, we developed code to assign access rights to custom actions.
«Alfresco Share» doesn't offer advanced collaborative features and presents many limits. Thus, we decided to couple it with Liferay portal [15] . Liferay will use Alfresco as its documents repository. Then, we tried two solutions. In the first one, we integrated Alfresco Document Library with Liferay. This solution offers a real communication between Alfresco and Liferay. But, it's impossible to search added documents neither via Alfresco nor Liferay and there is a lack of many features. Therefore, we decided to switch to the second solution which consists in the integration of Alfresco DocLib portlet in Liferay. Using this solution, we can access to all «Alfresco Share» sites, benefit from the great power of «Document Library» and avoid coding. However, it's impossible to add sites through Liferay. The only way is to access to Alfresco in order to create a new site. In conclusion, it's clear that there is a general problem of Alfresco and Liferay versions compatibility. In addition, we note that there is a communication but not an integration. Indeed, to integrate Alfresco with Liferay, we must use Alfresco's SOAP API and integrate Web services in portlets applications deployable in Liferay. However, MOSS offers appetizing collaborative features. Thus, we don't need to perform modifications at this level.
D. Synthesis
In one hand, Alfresco extensibility is quite difficult in terms of programming. It presents a lack of flexibility at deployment level and requires apprenticeship and a mastering of its implementation. On the other hand, Alfresco presents a powerful rules engine, offers the possibility to add aspects on the fly, and doesn't require a Client Access License (CAL). It is privileged if the project simply uses the offered standard function. MOSS is simple in its forms and Workflows management. It is only a 20% of code and 80% of declarative logic (no code) and settings associated to the platform. We conclude that Alfresco remains an interesting solution. However, MOSS seems to be the best fit with our issues, but it is a closed source solution and requires a lot of licenses.
IV. SHAREPOINT ONLINE ASSESSMENT
The deployment cost of a small Microsoft SharePoint 2010 farm on-premises is high [13] . Nevertheless, Microsoft hosts a version of Microsoft SharePoint 2010 product in its own Data Centers. According to NIST [17] , «Cloud Computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This Cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models» [17] .
A. Microsoft Office 365
Microsoft Office 365 [14] is the Microsoft Cloud SaaS offer. It comes after and replaces Business Productivity Online Suite (BPOS). It's a service in the form of User Subscription License (USL). It addresses all enterprises regardless of size for collaboration and communication services hosted on Cloud. It includes Office Professional Plus, Exchange Online, SharePoint Online and Lync Online.
Two families of offers are available, Office 365 for Professionals and Small Businesses «P» (contains one package called «P1») and Office 365 for Medium and Large Businesses «E» (contains four packages called «E1», «E2», «E3» and «E4»). Those two families of offers include many services which are completely appropriate for the enterprise structure, its number of employees and its equipment. There are two different versions of Office 365: The standard one which is held in reserve for small and medium-sized enterprises and is based on a multi-tenant architecture; and the dedicated version, which is held in reserve for large-sized enterprises and is based on a multi-instance architecture.
B. SharePoint Online customization
We can upload custom code to SharePoint Online with the use of the Client Object Model and the new sandboxed solution feature inherited from Microsoft SharePoint 2010 [14] :
• Client Object Model: It's a new feature of Microsoft SharePoint 2010. It provides features to program against a SharePoint site using .NET Managed Code or JavaScript. It provides almost the programming features of the Server Object Model plus advantages in deployment.
• Sandboxed solutions: They are run using a restrictive set of code access security policies and are limited to a specific subset of the Server Object Model. They are also monitored. Among the components that can be deployed, we can find: Web Parts, Event Receivers, Feature Receivers, etc. The process of deploying such a solution on SharePoint Online is illustrated in Fig. 3 . 
C. Experimental study
To validate our orientation toward Cloud [1] , we developed a sandboxed solution based on an event receiver. This solution contains a mechanism allowing automation of documents creation process thereby providing and ensuring data consistency. In order to perform this, we created a SharePoint list which contains the project items metadata, and a SharePoint document library which contains the project documents grouped by disciplines. The Event Receiver is triggered when a new item is added to the list, in order to automatically create a folder (if necessary) and a file in the document library. To measure the response time relative to the treatment being executed in the event receiver, we used the technique of the timer inserted in the code [12] .
For the on-premises development, we used a machine having the following software and hardware configuration: A processor: Intel® Core™2 Duo Processor P7350, a RAM: 4 Go, a hard disk: 100 Go, an OS: Windows Server 2008 R2 and the IDE Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. We did 390 requests and we measured, in each one, the response time. For SharePoint Online, we decided to evaluate Standard Office 365 P1 and E3 plans because they offer 30-day free trial. We created the same SharePoint components and defined the same data structure, we used the same sandboxed solution and the same test machine. Then, we activated the feature, used in the sandboxed solution, on SharePoint Online. We used the same requests number and we measured the response time. We classified results into intervals of 26 requests and we mentioned the minimal and the maximal response time value obtained in each interval as shown in TABLE III. In order to have a better results exploitation, we dressed the response time measurement curves for the three case studies as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
